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Set Haunts Madison Avenue ATLANTA — AS the jets taxi, the engines nudge up and down the runway and the engines growl, a pop of feeling goes out the window. As the plane begins to roll, the feeling of exhilaration will be replaced by the sensation that a body is stretched and thin. When the plane finally lifts off, a lifetime of adventures, as far as your travel agent can imagine, opens itself. The problem is that while the plane is in the air, you
are always behind the wheel of your own travel agent. Managing people and their schedules is a challenge for any travel agent. It is more difficult when the client has an entourage of friends and relatives whose tickets must be matched with the seats on the plane and the hotel rooms that are more valuable than a drug transaction. From designing a once-in-a-lifetime trip, to just managing the list of acquaintances who are always in need of
something, travel agents are faced with a daunting task. ''The travel industry is on the threshold of some great change,'' said Rick Mastroianni, founder of Rick Mastroianni Travel, a Manhattan-based boutique agency. ''It's interesting to observe how the industry is reinventing itself.'' Travel agencies have been around for more than 200 years and have been growing steadily in recent years, following the leisure travel boom of the 1980's. They are a
service industry, often with high overhead, but they are experiencing a new wave of growth. ''Travel agencies are getting a lot of attention and a lot of work,'' said John Myers, president of the American Travel Agency Association. ''This is in stark contrast to the '80's, when travel agents were pretty much an afterthought.'' Travel agents are likely to play a larger role in the next 12 months, as the travel industry, tired of a decade of deregulation,
rethinks its role in the domestic and international marketplace. ''We expect a substantial increase in the 3da54e8ca3
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